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The first concurrent Saturday session at the TCTELA conference 
found participants far away from the beautiful Omni Corpus Christi 
Hotel and its nearby Gulf of Mexico water front. From the poem 
“Ten” by Billy Collins to the memoir excerpt “Envy” by Bebe Moore 
Campbell, images of childhood and home surged through the room 
as Tina Angelo demonstrated the “Memory Blueprint” technique in 
“House of Memories: A Blueprint for Generating Writing Ideas.” 

The readings provided a scaffold upon which Angelo then pointed 
out the concrete images in both the poem and the memoir. The 
audience was ready for the next step—the “Memory Blueprint.” Upon 
blank pieces of paper, sketches of childhood homes emerged as she 
led the audience through the entryways of their memory. Educators 
“peered” around, drew important items, remembered words and 
phrases, and gathered scattered bits and pieces of childhood. As Tina 
Angelo stated, this powerful activity elicits a “physical-to-memory 
connection.”

After drawing the blueprint, the audience was instructed to select 
one particular piece of their blueprint and begin to write about it. 

Beautiful, painful, strange, poignant memories poured forth from 
participants after the presenter asked them to share. The previously 
stark ballroom transformed into a lush orange grove, then to an early 
1960’s living room, and to a kitchen table replete with tamales and 
hot cocoa. The sensory images and concreteness of the details in the 
writing transfixed the listeners, bringing us into worlds of which we 
were previously unaware.

Taking Tina Angelo’s memory blueprint into room 303 
at Eldorado Middle School
By Katrina Gonzales, Executive Secretary

Many of the student drawings, like this one, incorporated the outdoors into the blueprint. Labels serve as 
basic identification markers while others show greater significance such as a place in the home where a 
grandparent’s death was shared.

This blueprint contains an image of skates and a note that states, “My rink.” Like other students, the 
activity helped this student remember times spent pretending.

This particular student went back several years to a painful memory of a home eviction.

“Memory blueprinting” is particularly powerful for English language learners. After less than a year in the 
USA, this student wrote three pages in her journal, all in English, about a special dog her father bought 
her in Mexico.

“I slowly walk back to my room. Tears build up in my 
eyes. I wonder why we must leave our house and find 
a new one. Patrick [a cat] walks up to me and lies on 
my lap. I pet him, calming myself from future anger. I 
take Patrick off me then walk to the window and look 
around to the last sun’s gleam. I whisper to the sunset, 
“Goodbye, Lion Avenue.” 

“Me and my dog always play in [sic] the porch. He was the 
king of the house.” 

Sometimes, the prose naturally morphed into a poem as 
in this example in which a student recalled an abusive 
step-sibling relationship:

“She locked me in the closet  
And never got in trouble.

She never let me leave 
And she never got in trouble.

She drew devilish pictures all over the light pink walls, 
But never got in trouble.” 

continued on page 8
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TCTELA turns fifty: A look back at 1964
By P. Tim Martindell, President

Student poetry at its finest
By Jennifer Engle, Editor Texas Voices

As we plan for and prepare to celebrate at our fiftieth conference next January, let’s 
take a quick look at the landscape that was 1964 America. Fifty years ago:

• The Beatles play the Ed Sullivan show which started the British Invasion of 
American pop music; 

• Hello Dolly! premiers on Broadway; 
• The first Ford Mustang rolls off the assembly line; 
• Jeopardy debuts on NBC;
• The Rolling Stones release their first album;
• Three civil rights workers are murdered in Mississippi;
• President Lyndon B. Johnson abolishes segregation in the United States by 

signing the Civil Rights Act of 1964 into law;
• The United States military has 21,000 servicemen deployed in Vietnam;
• Mary Poppins thrills young and old at the movies;
• Bewitched premiers on ABC; and
• Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. is awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.

Fifty years ago the seeds were planted to establish Texas Council of Teachers of 
English – the forerunner of the Texas Council of Teachers of English Language 
Arts (TCTELA). In preparation for next January, TCTELA board members will be 
asking members to help us research our history, tell our collective and individual 
stories of teaching, and advocate for teachers and students with our legislators.  
ptmwriter@aol.com 

Some people avoid scheduled events at an 
educational conference that are not easily perceived 
as directly related to student instruction. After 
two full days of listening, learning, and leading, 
participants understandably have experienced 
a wide-range of emotions including awe, joy, 
appreciation, frustration, exhaustion, excitement, 
and even delirium. A different emotion—pride—
swelled up in the group that happened upon Louis 
Lafair at the Poetry Reading, a tradition on Saturday 
evenings at the TCTELA Annual Conference.

from the blogosphere...

Because members probably did not get enough of Austin Kleon at the 
annual conference http://austinkleon.com/blog/ 

...to the website

Download handouts from the TCTELA 49th Annual Conference 
sessions and workshops http://www.tctela.org/conference/

continued on page 5
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Aristotle and Dante Discover 
the Secrets of the Universe  
by Benjamin Alire Saenz

This book is a multiple-award winning title 
that remained in my to-be-read pile for almost 
a year.  I am unsure why it took me so long to 
pick it up, but once I did, I was delighted. Saenz 
tells the story of two high school boys living in 
El Paso. Although they have some similarities, 

in most ways they are opposites. Dante is a swimmer; Ari does not 
know how to swim.  Dante is full of confidence and very articulate; 
Ari, on the other hand, struggles to find the right words and often 
doubts himself. You get the picture. When the two of them meet, 
however, they form a quick bond and share all kinds of things from 
books, to thoughts, to their dreams. The bond only becomes closer 
when they share in a life-threatening event. Pick up this book 
and give yourself the gift of reading a beautiful story, one about 
believing in others and the power of friendship.

I Hunt Killers AND Game  
by Barry Lyga

In November, 2012, I attended the annual 
ALAN (Assembly on Literature for Adolescents 
for NCTE – www.alan-ya.org) workshop.  Each 
year, the workshop is set up a little differently, 
but authors always speak to the assembly, 
either individually or on panels. One particular 
panel caught my eye the minute I opened the 

program - a panel on serial killers!  Who would have expected to 
find that kind of a panel at a workshop on adolescent literature!  I 
thoroughly enjoyed listening to the three authors who served on 
the panel as they discussed their books about serial killers.  It took 

me an entire year, though, before I finally chose one of the books 
to read.

I chose to read Barry Lyga’s I Hunt Killers not only because I had 
heard him speak at ALAN, but because two of my reading buddies 
read it and told me they could not put it down. I trust both of 
them for book recommendations, so I moved I Hunt Killers to the 
top of my to-be-read pile and both read and listened to it over the 
winter break. They were right. I was addicted. The story follows 
Jasper Dent, the son of a notorious serial killer named Billy Dent. 
Jasper, or Jazz as he prefers to be called, grew up living with his 
serial-killer father and learning Billy’s evil secrets - how to choose 
a victim (prospect), how to kill the victim, how to leave your 
own special “mark,” etc. At the point the story begins, Billy has 
been captured and put in prison, but the sheriff ’s office in Lobo’s 
Nod where Jazz lives wants Jazz’s help solving another string of 
murders. The sheriff knows that Jazz understands how serial 
killers operate because he learned from his father. 

I have never watched the television program 
“Dexter,” but many of my friends have, and 
when I describe this book to them, they 
immediately connect the book with the 
television series. Regardless, it is definitely a 
page-turner, and for your students who enjoy 
mysteries or who enjoying watching programs 
like “Dexter” or “CSI,” this book will surely 
delight them.  Once they finish reading I Hunt 
Killers, they can move on to the next book about 

Jazz, Game.  In Game, they can follow Jazz as he is brought in by 
New York City detectives to help solver a string of murders in the big 
city. And once they finish Game, they can keep their eyes peeled for 
third book, Blood of My Blood, in September, 2014. To learn more 
about Lyga and his books, visit him at http://www.barrylyga.com. 
grithale@aol.com

Stacking up for spring break – books you will want to read
Margaret Hale, SLATE/NCTE Liaison

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
Publication: English in Texas Volume 44.1 (Spring/Summer 2014)

Theme: Lead the Way

Call for Professional Submissions (Deadline: April 1st, 2014): 
The 2014 TCTELA conference theme is Lead the Way. We encourage you to consider how you have initiated new ways of teaching literacy in your 
classroom or in your school. How have you “blazed a trail” or “led the way” for new kinds of teaching, technology, and literacy learning? Has your 
teaching influenced others? What was your break through and how did others respond to your new way of teaching? How have you demonstrated 
leadership in the literacy field? Have you influenced others by your guidance, modeling, or examples? If so, how? Have you piloted any new 
programs, technology tools, or practices that others have embraced? Based on your leadership and innovations, how have other educators, 
including your students, expanded their literacy horizons to a more inclusive and/or expansive perspective?

Share your research, your classroom practices, professional development opportunities, and/or personal communications that have in some way 
instigated new ways of teaching literacy and how your teaching impacted other teachers’ literacy practices.

Call for Student Submissions (Deadline: May 1st, 2014):
With the advancement of digital tools for both capturing and making public our thoughts and ideas, we now have a variety of ways to express our 
selves. Twitter, web blogs, Vine videos, and computers have become everyday vehicles for creativity and innovation. With these new tools in mind, we 
invite students to consider the ways they have “blazed the trail” in documenting their lives or in producing high quality written or multimedia work 
for school projects. Students, have you mentored others in their development of similar projects? How has your use of digital tools changed how you 
view school? What questions have you encountered about the appropriateness of particular content or availability of particular tools at school?

http://www.alan-ya.org
http://www.barrylyga.com/
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A special thanks to everyone who attended the 
2014 conference in Corpus Christi. We experienced 
a dynamic weekend of leading and learning with 
over 600 attendees and met our attendance goal 
for budget purposes. 

The Financial Review Committee, a necessary 
part of maintaining our integrity as an 
organization, meets to analyze the year’s financial 
documents during the conference each year. The 
TCTELA would like the thank the following 
committee members for serving this year: Dr. 
Cindy Benge, Katrina Gonzales, Bruce Goodner, 
Dr. Peggy Hill, Pat Jacoby, Suzy Lockamy, Jammie 
Ridenour, Mona Robinson, and Dr. Shirley Wright. 
The time these individuals give to the organization 
is important for transparency.

For the past four years I have presented the 
yearly financial report at the general business 
meeting on Saturday using poetry in some way. 

The series began with a rap, and then a Haiku, 
and then a variation of George Ella Lyon’s Where 
I am From presented as a Pecha Kucha. This year, 

my final year as Executive Secretary, there was only 
one option. With Austin Kleon, author of Steal like 
an Artist, as our keynote speaker, a blackout poem 
was the perfect format for this year’s report. 

The most important asset we have as an 
organization is our members. Please continue 
to invite pre-service teachers, new teachers, and 
others from your campus and/or district to 
become a member of TCTELA and join us for our 
historic 50th Annual Conference January 23-25, 
2015 in Houston.
Alana.Morris@springbranchisd.com 

Gringotts Vault (Financial Update) 
By Alana Morris

Inscribed on the silver doors
at Gringotts Bank:

Enter, stranger, but take heed
Of what awaits the sin of greed,

For those who take, but do not earn,
Must pay most dearly in their turn.

So if you seek beneath our floors
A treasure that was never yours,

Thief, you have been warned, beware
Of finding more than treasure there.

-JK ROWLING

Interested in sharing your knowledge about teaching and learning 
with the TCTELA community? It is that time of year again to polish 
off your prose and consider sharing your great ideas with members 
across the state. There are two ways for you to share your work 
with others: by writing for our biannual journal, English in Texas, 
or submitting a proposal to present a great teaching idea at the 
TCTELA 50th Annual Conference in Houston. The details for each of 
these opportunities are explained below:

1. Writing for English in Texas

The Call for Submissions for our next edition is directly connected 
to the 2014 TCTELA conference theme, Lead the Way. We encourage 
you to consider how you have initiated new ways of teaching literacy 
in your classroom or in your school. How have you “blazed a 
trail” or “led the way” for new kinds of teaching, technology, and 
literacy learning? Has your teaching influenced others? What was 
your breakthrough and how did others respond to your new way 
of teaching? How have you demonstrated leadership in the literacy 
field? Have you influenced others by your guidance, modeling, 
or examples? If so, how? Have you piloted any new programs, 
technology tools, or practices that others have embraced? Based 
on your leadership and innovations, how have other educators, 

including your students, expanded their literacy horizons to a more 
inclusive and/or expansive perspective?

Share your research, your classroom practices, professional 
development opportunities, and/or personal communications 
that have in some way instigated new ways of teaching literacy and 
how your teaching impacted other teachers’ literacy practices. More 
information about guidelines can be found at www.tctela.org/journal. 
Professional Deadline: April 1, 2014 

In addition to the themed call for “Inquiries and Innovations” 
manuscripts, we welcome submissions for our standing columns 
[500-1000 words]:

• Leading with Quality Literature  - How do you teach with 
quality literature?  Do you connect it with content areas?   
Do you use literature as a mentor text for writing or other 
forms of inquiry?

• Exceeding Expectations: Negotiating Standards and 
Assessments – This is a forum for teachers to share how 
they are raising expectations and student achievement by 
negotiating state and/or national standards and learning from 
a variety of assessments.

• Educator Epiphanies: Write about your own “moments 
of clarity” about your teaching practice and/or your work with 
students.

Taking your membership to the next level
By Jane Saunders, Co-Editor, English in Texas

continued on page 7

mailto:Alana.Morris@springbranchisd.com
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Mr. Lafair, a senior at St. Stephens 
High School in Austin, submitted 
his poetry (check out his online 
portfolio) to the Scholastic Art 
& Writing Awards and received a 
national medal. In an unexpected 
turn of events, his poetry earned 
him a spot as a semifinalist, and 
after submitting more samples of his 
work, he and four other individuals 
were chosen to represent the country 
as National Student Poets. 

While his rise to fame is an 
interesting story, it was trumped 
by the performance he gave while 
reciting his poetry from memory to a 
group of educators. A palpable energy 
filled the room as he entertained the 
audience with his unique insight and 
vivid diction. Between poems, he 
offered testimonial as to how he had 
come to this place in his writing life, 
and the expressions etched on the 
teachers’ faces conveyed an awareness 
of the real possibility of revamping 
their own students’ writing lives. 
To help with that goal, Louis eagerly 
expressed his willingness to come to 
events or schools to meet and work 
with teachers or students. Interested 
parties can contact him directly at 
louis.lafair@gmail.com. 

A few years ago, an idea surfaced 
to include students like Louis Lafair 
at the conference in a variety of ways. 
Board members and conference 
attendees alike were swept up in 
the products, the thinking, and 
the insight the students shared. In 
planning for future conferences, 
board members keep this driving 
force in mind: Since students are 
teachers’ main purpose for attending 
the conference, the conference should 
serve as a celebration of students as 
well as a training ground for teachers. 

jennifer.engle@saisd.org. 

Student poetry at its finest
continued from page 2

I arrive at the local library,
a species so nearly extinct
it’s confined to the zoo,
where the whisper of worn pages
induces a skin-shivering sigh
across the skeleton of shelves,
where a camera flashes in a futile attempt
to capture, in gigabytes, the scent of faded ink.
At the front desk, I ask
may I please have a manual to life,
and the librarian, carrying
on her hobbled shoulders
the weighted wisdom of all immortalized poets,  
responds right this way.
She slides quietly, is she still there,
slipping through the corridors of guidebooks
until I’m left wandering,
when are we stopping,
which author will it be. I imagine
what the manual will look like:

a human diagram with clearly labeled body parts
feet -- made in China
lungs -- please recycle
wrists -- tear here
graying hair -- keep out of reach of children
heart -- handle with care
brain -- lost and found
ears -- for lease

a Google map from HERE to HAPPINESS
1. Head south
2. Dead End
3. Turn right onto Despair Avenue
4. One Way
5. Continue until out of gas
6. Do Not Enter
7. Make next possible U-turn
8. Stop
9. Turn left
10. Detour
11. Turn left
12. Road Work Ahead
13. Visit the site of your own grave
14. Winding Road
15. Cross Watershed Bridge
16. Yield to pedestrians
17. Take ramp onto freeway
18. Speed Limit ∞
19. Continue several years
20. Exit
21. Destination

a carefully measured recipe for success
• four broken bones
• seven tablespoons of tragedy
• eighteen tablespoons of hope
• a full bottle of perspective
• several ounces of a secret ingredient your mother 
forgot to 
 reveal before she passed away
• mix well
• cook at six degrees of separation

Still moving
I stop walking,
and in an epiphany that seems sudden but is actually  
the result
of a gradual evolution of incremental understandings,  
I realize that
if there were a manual,
no one would read it
because no one ever reads instructions,
because maybe we aren’t supposed to.

Maybe on the hands of the human diagram are scars
that say figure it out for yourself,
maybe, on the Google map, you asked for driving 
instructions
but really, you’re walking the whole way
so the time estimates are entirely inaccurate
and you’re able to cut through crooked meadows
that aren’t even on the map in the first place,
maybe for that one stretch of uninterrupted highway
you can catch some public transport,
asking strange questions on a bus full of strangers
because you’ve decided that discomfort
is the secret ingredient in your recipe for success.
Maybe we’re all supposed to write the manual 
ourselves
since only so many people can have
the same number of broken
bones, since everyone can choose,
with the spoon labeled attitude,
exactly how many smiles to add to the cauldron
before mixing well.

Maybe, if we don’t write the manual ourselves,
we will all go extinct, like the local library
with the lingering card catalogues, vestigial organs
that someone, somewhere, at some
point, used to know the purpose of.

If There Were a Manual
by Louis Lafair

Find us on Facebook
TCTELA - Texas Council 
of Teachers of English 
Language Arts 

http://www.artandwriting.org/media/132502/
http://www.artandwriting.org/media/132502/
http://www.artandwriting.org/
http://www.artandwriting.org/
http://www.artandwriting.org/the-awards/national-student-poets-program/
mailto:louis.lafair@gmail.com
mailto:jennifer.engle@saisd.org
http://www.facebook.com
http://www.facebook.com
http://www.facebook.com
http://www.facebook.com
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Only a love of good books and a dedication to the creation of 
independent young readers paired with the “goddess of YA literature” 
(a.k.a, @ProfessorNana) can enthrall a group of teachers early on a 
Sunday morning. Dr. Terri Lesesne, author of Making the Match, Naked 
Reading, and her latest book, Reading Ladders, proved, once again, that 
she is the pied piper of young adult literature and that she can create in 
teachers a sense that they, too, should be pied pipers.

Lesesne’s session was part discussion of what teachers should do as 
advocates for reading and part marathon book talk. An activist for the 
rights of the reader, Lesesne shared her belief that teachers should adhere 
to one of the inalienable rights of the reader—to read YA literature no 
matter what age. To that end, she armed teachers with an extensive list 
of books to both read and share with students. 

She argued that, in order to produce independent readers, teachers 
need to read the books that their students might like to read. Through 
the reading of books that appeal to their audience of students, Lesesne 
suggests that teachers will be supporting their students’ independent 
reading lives. Students will be reading more extensively instead of 
intensively as a result, helping to create a new literary canon.

Lesesne also said that teachers should encourage individual readers 
to read freely, without doing anything so that reading becomes  
a natural part of their daily existence instead of an assignment-driven 
educational endeavor. In doing these things, teachers can do what 

Part discussion, part marathon book talk
By Cindy Benge, President-Elect

Typically the expression “What you see is 
what you get” indicates a purely surface level 
depth in situations, but this same phrase – with 
a slightly altered meaning – can actually drive 
a simple but profound difference in classroom 
talk and lesson planning. 

In their TCTELA Saturday session, “Focus 
Pocus: How Instructional Phrases Work 
Magic,” authors and teachers Jeff Anderson 
(10 Things Every Writer Needs to Know) and 
Terry Thompson (Adventures in Graphica) 
explore the idea that when students internalize 

a meaningful and focused goal, their 
achievement increases.  

Focus phrases, say Anderson and Thompson, 
are short, student-friendly statements of the 
learning goal, statements that the teacher and 
the learner come to know well because they are 
repeated throughout the instructional process. 
These phrases invite the learner to focus on 
the real goals of the work, and they ultimately 
change what students see as important and 
attainable. They are concise, student-friendly, 
clear, focused, and designed to address the 
learners’ specific needs. 

A struggling 2nd grade writer, for example, 
might be offered the focus phrase, “You are a 
writer. You can write neatly and you can write 
quickly.” Or a more fluent writer might be 
asked to focus on a phrase such as, “I add detail 
to my personal narrative with dialogue.” The 
student’s needs, the grade level, the tasks, and 
the standards all work together to inspire the 
teacher as she develops focus phrases. 

Focus phrases, however, should not be 
confused with TEKS language. Additionally, 
focus phrases are not “The learner will…” 

statements or lists of acquisition-level 
knowledge statements like, “Memorize the 
prepositions.” They should not be confused 
with cutesy phrases or chants or empty 
mnemonic devices, because focus phrases 
are about internalization, not memorization. 
While they are the basis of the conversation 
teachers have with students during the learning 
time, the focus phrase is also the message that 
teachers want students to hear in their heads 
when they are working alone. 

As teachers make decisions about which 
students need which phrases, they should 
ask themselves: What is a friendly phrase that 
captures what I want this student to know and 
learn here?

During lesson planning, instructional time, 
student conferences, and just about whenever 
the teacher is focused on students growing as 
learners, the use of focus phrases can enhance 
the experience. “The power of the statement,” 
Thompson says, “is that students start to 
believe in it, and in themselves.” 

Lisa.Thibodeaux@pisd.edu 

The power of focus phrases
By Lisa Thibodeaux, Electronic Communications Manager

Lesesne calls “developing the heart of the reader,” establishing a reading 
community in a classroom where book sharing is an established norm.

To read more about books from Terri Lesesne, log on to SlideShare 
at http://www.slideshare.net/professornana, follow her on her blog 
at http://professornana.livejournal.com/, or follow her on Twitter at 
https://twitter.com/ProfessorNana. 
cbenge@aldine.k12.tx.us

Click on the image above to view the slideshow from the workshop.

https://twitter.com/ProfessorNana
http://www.writeguy.net/
http://www.stenhouse.com/html/authorbios_264.htm
http://www.slideshare.net/ProfessorNana/heart-of-a-reader-tctela-14
http://www.slideshare.net/professornana
http://professornana.livejournal.com/
https://twitter.com/ProfessorNana
mailto:cbenge@aldine.k12.tx.us
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• New Media Notes: How are you tapping into the multi-modal 
technologies available to students to expand creativity and 
literacy?

• Book Reviews:
• Children’s and Young Adult Literature and
• Professional Texts for Language Arts Educators

We know that your efforts have probably influenced students as 
well, so have them tell us their story. We encourage students to accept 
our Call for Student Submissions. With the advancement of digital tools 
for both capturing and making public our thoughts and ideas, we now 
have a variety of ways to express ourselves. Twitter, web blogs, Vine 
videos, and computers have become everyday vehicles for creativity 
and innovation. With these new tools in mind, we invite students to 
consider the ways they have “blazed the trail” in documenting their 
lives or in producing high quality written or multimedia work for 
school projects. They might share stories of mentoring others in their 
development of similar projects, of their use of digital tools changing 
how they viewed school, or of questions they have encountered about 
the appropriateness of particular content or availability of particular 
tools at school. Student Deadline: May 1, 2014

2. Submitting a proposal for the TCTELA 50th Annual Conference, 
January 23-25, 2015 

The theme of the 2015 TCTELA Annual Conference is “Recording 
the Past and Composing the Future – A Celebration of 50 Years of 
Excellence.” When talking with teachers, we often find them hesitant 

to consider presenting at conferences because they think their ideas 
are built on others’ thinking and not original, or they are fearful of 
standing in front of a group of their colleagues and talking about 
teaching. Take a deep breath and consider this: If you have a teaching 
practice, innovation, or vision for how to promote literacy that others 
might find useful, do not keep that idea to yourself! There are younger 
colleagues who rely on the expertise of those more experienced, and 
even those with decades in the classroom can benefit from a new 
perspective.

The proposal form is available in the back of your TCTELA “Lead 
the Way” 2014 conference program (pages 27-28) and will be made 
available soon on our website: http://www.tctela.org/

The deadline for proposals is June 13, 2014. You have two ways to 
complete the application: 

1. Handwrite or type your proposal and mail it to:  
TCTELA 
919 Congress Avenue # 1400 
Austin, TX 78701

2. Complete your proposal online at www.tctela.org; this will allow 
you to track your presentation proposal form as it proceeds 
through the review process.

Presenters will be notified of the status of the proposal by 
November 1, 2014. All program participants must pay the conference 
registration fee (and membership fee if nonmember) in order to 
present at the 2015 TCTELA Annual Conference.
janesaunders@txstate.edu

Taking your membership to the next level
continued from page 4

In their session “Motivating Readers and Writers with 
Technology” Carol Bedard and Charles Fuhrken presented 
strategies for engaging students via student film making and 
reflective blogging. Likening the process of film making – “pitching 
ideas”, storyboarding, and final filming – to the writing process – 
brainstorming, drafting, revising, and publishing – Bedard and 
Fuhrken guided the audience through techniques found in their 
new book, When Writing with Technology Matters. Viewing student 
samples, photos, and videos, the audience followed the integrated 
reading and writing components involved in this highly engaging 
and motivating, real world literacy project. Participants vicariously 
pitched story ideas, brainstormed, watched as the students created 
story boards and scripts, saw examples of student sets and props, 
heard stories of filming, and participated in a “red carpet” awards 
celebration ceremony. 

Running parallel to the film making process, the students’ 
involvement in a blogging project allowed them to seek input 
from peers, give and receive critical feedback, and reflect 
during and after the project. In addition, the blog allowed 
for peer collaboration across classrooms and across 
the district.

Bedard, a TCTELA past president and literacy director for the 
Houston Independent School District, and Fuhrken, author of 
the books, What Every Elementary Teacher Needs to Know About 
Reading Tests (From Someone Who Has Written Them) and 
What Every Middle School Teacher Needs to Know About Reading 
Tests (From Someone Who Has Written Them), illustrated their 
presentation with photos and videos from HISD classrooms where 
the strategies were implemented. ptmwriter@aol.com

Project literacy: Motivational and real world
By P. Tim Martindell, President

Follow TCTELA on Twitter: @tctela

http://www.tctela.org/
http://www.tctela.org
mailto:janesaunders@txstate.edu
http://www.stenhouse.com/html/what-every-elementary-teacher-needs-to-know-about-reading-tests.htm%20
http://www.stenhouse.com/html/what-every-elementary-teacher-needs-to-know-about-reading-tests.htm%20
http://www.stenhouse.com/html/what-every-middle-school-teacher-needs-to-know-about-reading-tests.htm
http://www.stenhouse.com/html/what-every-middle-school-teacher-needs-to-know-about-reading-tests.htm
mailto:ptmwriter@aol.com
https://twitter.com/tctela
https://twitter.com/tctela
https://twitter.com/tctela
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As a student in Mr. 
Hetrick’s 7th grade 
literature class in McAllen, 
Texas, I could not have 
known that I would still be 
learning from him almost 
forty years later. Each year 
since I started teaching 
language arts, I have seen 
him at our annual TCTELA 
conference. What have I 
learned from him?

1. Literature matters. The point he made about metaphor 
when a butterfly flew in our open classroom window and 
lighted on a fellow student stays with me to this day.

2. The way we talk matters. Every person in our 7th grade 
class had to be prepared to discuss a piece of literature with 
conviction and evidence. No excuses and no exemptions. 

3. Teachers matter. The first year I came to TCTELA and saw 
him (circa 1993), I did not speak to him because I was sure he 
would not remember me. But I recognized him instantly. I do 
not know whether he actually remembers my 12-year-old self, 
but he pretends to. And either way, it is inspiring. 

4. Teaching matters. William Hetrick has taught for forty-five 
years. If it did not matter, he would have spent the last forty 
years doing something else!

5. Learning matters. Sometimes I hear teachers say things like, 
“I’ve been teaching for three years, so I know that....” I do 
not mean to disparage the experience of even one day in the 
classroom. But I do want to highlight the kind of insatiable 
desire to learn that would make someone continue his own 
professional learning for close to five decades.

So, thank you, Mr. Hetrick (and all the others like you) for 
leading by example. Your contribution is priceless. 
kay.shurtleff@region10.org

Thank you note
By Kay Shurtleff, Past-President

Taking Tina Angelo’s memory blueprint into room 303 
at Eldorado Middle School
continued from page 1

On the Wednesday after the conference, I led my students through 
the same process to create their own “memory blueprints.” While 
I had experienced the immediate power of this activity myself, I 
wondered how it might translate into my 8th grade ELA classroom. I 
should not have doubted for a minute, for this activity transfixed my 
students and brought them into a “zone” of writing that, for a writing 
teacher, is almost sacred. Students who previously complained 
about homework volunteered to complete their blueprints at home. 

Students who balk at touching their writing more than once extolled 
the virtues of revision and editing. When asked to share with a trusted 
partner in the classroom, one student writing of a painful home 
eviction in his past exclaimed, “But Mrs. G, I trust EVERYONE in 
here.” Granted, my classroom is a writing classroom, but, while we 
work daily to create a reading and writing community, the “memory 
blueprint” solidified that community.

“Memory Blueprinting” wowed my students and amazed me 
with its simplicity and power. At the writing of this article, students 
continue to work on their writing pieces which came forth from their 
experience with this technique. This activity packs a punch in the 
classroom that is certain to produce results. katgonmom@gmail.com

The sensory memories enrich the writing as in this excerpt from a student writing about how his living 
room transformed from a playscape with his siblings to a quieter respite when his mom came home. Finally, the following piece shows how indelible the memories of the outdoors are to our students.

“The rock was cool and awkward as I lay back on it. My muddy, 
ant-bitten toes dove into the dark surrounding water, searching 
for the cool relief that the smelly, slow-moving liquid provided. 
Here, there was a wonderfully constant dimness from the 
great, moss-covered spruce trees as they blocked out the hot 
Louisiana sun. This place seemed to nurture my thoughts and 
let my mind wander. The sticky hot air, the buzz of mosquitos, 
the chirping of frogs in the background held the mysterious 
silence as hours passed like seconds.My home was here, in the 
sound of my tethered kayak bumping against the roots of the 
spruce tree. In my ability to think and solve problems, in the 
sunburn that never seemed to leave my back, in the islands of 
trees and mud, in the vines and the moss, in the danger and 
infinite adventure, and in the lessons hard-learned. Although 
we had a nice house on stilts, and a beautiful one at that, I 
don’t even remember its color. My home was in the world 
around it and in the limits of my imagination.”

“When my mother came home, the games would end and 
the evidence of the games was erased. The sweaty air would 
soon be replaced by the aroma of a scented candle. Then, our 
playground would become our school. Balls were replaced 
by books, and the TV was turned on for my mother while we 
read. The best feeling was having a firm floor beneath me 
and a great book in my hands.”

mailto:kay.shurtleff@region10.org
file:///C:/Users/abissonett/Desktop/DISCOVERY%20DESIGN/TCTELA/Texas%20Voices/2014/2014%20Texas%20Voices%20Spring/Word%20Files/../../../../../../../../111378/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary Internet Files/Content.Outlook/0IK5853F/katgonmom@gmail.com
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Award winning father-son duo Walter 
Dean Myers and Christopher Myers, 
discussed their talents for collaborating 
and creating books for young audiences at 
the TCTELA Luncheon.

Walter is the author 
of over 90 books for 
children and young 
adults and draws on 
his experiences of 
growing up in Harlem. 
It was in Harlem that 
a high school teacher 
encouraged him to 
keep writing no matter 
what even as she knew 
Walter was about to 
drop out of school. 

“It’s what you do,” she 
said. Walter confesses 
he did not understand 
those words until later. 

This is when he started writing about the 
most difficult time of his life, the teen years. 

Myers has since become one of the 
country’s most popular African American 
writers for children and teens and has 

earned the Coretta Scott King Award 
5 times. His books include Harlem, 
Scorpions, Somewhere in the Darkness, and 
Blues Journey. His latest titles are Darius 
& Twig, All the Right Stuff, Invasion, and  
The Cruisers.

While Walter is the author, Christopher 
is the illustrator. Christopher Myers, at the 
age of 15, began his career by helping his 
dad research a book. This endeavor led him 
to illustrating his father’s book Shadow 
of the Red Moon. Further collaborations 
of Walter Dean Myers and Christopher 
Myers include the prize-winning books, 
Harlem, Jazz, and Black Cat.

Walter Dean Myers and Christopher 
Myers are an inspirational duo and expert 
storytellers with tales that are a tribute to 
the diversity of America.
cscullin@eanesisd.net

Lead the way with Walter Dean Myers and 
Christopher Myers
By Cheryl Scullin

Teachers are constantly going above 
and beyond to provide the best possible 
learning experiences for their students. But 
while teachers are largely willing to go the 
extra mile, it can be a challenge to know 
what supplementary activities will provide 
the most bang for the buck. This is where 
setting up an author Skype comes in.

Arranging for an author to do a Skype 
video call with a group of students is easier 
than many would think, but does take a little 
bit of organization to pull off smoothly.  
I have been lucky enough to Skype with 
over a dozen young adult authors in our 
book club at the intermediate school 
where I teach, and through some trial and 
error we have worked out some processes 
for our Skype sessions that work well. I 
want to highlight a few of the things that 
we have done that have created successful 
experiences.

My first tip is to aim high when trying to 
choose an author to Skype. I usually look 

at the Texas Lone Star book list that the 
Texas Library Association publishes and 
choose some of those authors to pursue. 
They are often eager to Skype with a school 
in Texas since it is good exposure for their 
book on the list. I send out a blast of emails 
to some of them as well as some of my 
students’ other favorite authors, and I am 
constantly surprised at the graciousness 
of the responses. You never know which 
authors will be open to a Skype with your 
students if you do not ask.

The next thing that has really helped me 
over the last few years is the development of 
a team to help with the organization of the 
“visits.” This school year we have eight Skype 
visits set up, and without the assistance of 
some great coworkers I would not be able 
to pull it off. I have someone in charge of 
arranging for payment of the honorarium 
(when there is one), another who helps 
with organization and paperwork, a fellow 
teacher who helps run meetings, a librarian 

who sets up our equipment, and several 
others willing to take on tasks whenever 
I need them. While setting up a Skype is 
definitely doable by an individual, it is great 
to have a team.

Finally, constant contact with the author 
is essential. I email back and forth with the 
author several times early on as we finalize 
a date, time, honorarium, etc., but about a 
week before the Skype, I like to touch base 
again with a few final questions. I ask if they 
want to do a quick test run to check our 
connection before the event, I verify our 
schedule, and I ask if they have anything 
they can show the students (drafts, artwork, 
etc.) to enrich the experience. These “visits” 
have become a highlight of our school year, 
and with a comparatively minimal amount 
of planning they could be a highlight 
of your students’ school year as well. 
gcrussell4@gmail.com 

Bringing authors to the classroom with Skype
By Glen Russell

http://www.txla.org/groups/lone-star
mailto:gcrussell4@gmail.com
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“Poetry,” began Charles 
Fuhrken to a capacity crowd 
of educators, “is my favorite 
genre, and I hope that after 
today’s session I will have 
persuaded a few of you too.” 
At the 49th annual TCTELA 
conference in Corpus Christi, 
educator, assessment guru, 
and author, Charles Fuhrken 
presented a session entitled 
“Mastering the STAAR Poetry 
Standards – Fearlessly.” His 
presentation proved to be 

more than an unloading of strategies on how to help students 
meet the poetry standards on a state assessment. Rather, Fuhrken 
shared with his audience an approach to poetry instruction that 
rethinks how students engage with the genre. 

In classrooms across the state and nation where prose usually 
“steals” the spotlight, poetry is underappreciated and overlooked. 
Many students perceive poetry to be esoteric and intimidating, 
and poetry instruction is problematic since teachers focus 
intensely on interpretation rather than on author’s choice of 
diction, punctuation, format, and structure. During the session, 
Fuhrken contended that instead of asking questions primarily 
centered on meaning, teachers should inspire students to dive 
into the text by exploring its structure, patterns, and words, and 
through this exploration students will understand how a poet’s 
methods create meaning. 

During the session, Fuhrken adeptly led his audience through 
several ways to assist students as they navigate through a poem. 
Attendees practiced these strategies throughout the presentation. 
First, he demonstrated how to position students as evaluators of 
poetry using a writing task called “The Critic’s Corner.” Through 
this simple activity, students are able to voice their opinions about 
a poem using writing as a tool to mediate their thinking. This 
method allows students to rely on their own thinking about the 
poem without being concerned about having the “right” answer. 

To help students understand how authors organize words, lines, 
and stanzas, Fuhrken displayed a poem where he had removed 
all formatting. Students then reformat the poem based on their 
thinking about how authors use form to make meaning. 

Next, Fuhrken presented a method to engage students and 
help them analyze poetry effortlessly. “The best teacher,” Fuhrken 
claimed, “is a blank line.” He demonstrated how removing 
significant words from a poem and replacing them with blank 
lines causes students to interact deeply with a text. In this activity, 
students must provide the missing words using evidence such as 
rhyme, rhythm, syntax, contrast, language, and structure from 
the poem to inform their choices. 

Additionally, Fuhrken emphasized that students need to talk 
about poetry more. He insisted that to encourage more student 

talk about poetry, students need to read more poetry. He offered 
a way to help students talk about poetry by playing “I spy.” This 
familiar game makes talking about poetry less intimidating and 
more engaging. According to Fuhrken, pairing poetry with other 
poems and across genres will also generate more student talk. 

Ultimately, Fuhrken stated that students need to be more active 
when encountering poetry. Much too often poetry instruction 
creates passive learners who expect to be provided a particular 
interpretation. “Poetry,” Fuhrken finished “should be in our kids’ 
hearts and our kids’ minds.” Teachers who employ his simple, 
fearless methods may indeed accomplish this goal. 
bassb@ltisdschools.org 

It seems like every time education stories appear on the news 
or in the newspaper, they tend to focus on the negative and rarely 
spotlight the good things that are happening in classrooms. Many 
are concerned that teachers’ hard work and students’ learning are 
not appreciated. Legislators, when speaking to TCTELA members 
who participated in Advocacy Day in the past, have requested 
to hear personal stories from the field, stories that highlight the 
impact of different educational issues they grapple with during 
legislative sessions.

To that end, TCTELA needs YOU to share your stories. At the 
January TCTELA conference, the session “Advocacy and TCTELA 
Members: Your Voice Matters!” encouraged ELAR teachers to 
brainstorm issues that impact their classrooms. In addition to 
brainstorming, participants looked at position statements from 
NCTE, available online at www.ncte.org/action/updates. Once a list 
of issues was created, individuals narrowed the list down to those 
issues that they could write about from a personal standpoint, 
those that evoked a story from their own experiences with students. 

Everyone then wrote and shared with partners to receive feedback.
The TCTELA asks that you take the time to do the same! The 

goal is to collect as many stories as possible and share them with 
Texas legislators when the organization once again gathers to speak 
to them during their next regularly scheduled legislative session.  
In 2015, TCTELA will celebrate its 50th year, and the hope is  
to add to the celebration by collecting at least fifty stories. Share 
your story by emailing it to either Margaret Hale or Sheila  
Richburg. For more information on the presentation, please visit  
www.slideshare.net/grithale.

We look forward to receiving your stories! 
grithale@aol.com sheiladrichburg@katyisd.org

Fearless approach to poetry instruction
By Brian Bass, Vice President-Elect for Memberships and Affiliates

A call for your stories 
from TCTELA
By Margaret Hale, SLATE/NCTE Liaison &  
Sheila Richburg, Chair, Standing Committee on Legislative Action

mailto:bassb@ltisdschools.org
http://www.ncte.org/action/updates
http://www.slideshare.net/grithale
mailto:grithale@aol.com
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As some conference attendees 
occasionally do, I selected which TCTELA 
conference session to attend by scanning 
the variety of session titles. After reading 
the description, I chose Michael Guevara’s 
cleverly titled “Fire the Canon: A Revolt 
Against the Teacher-Centered Classroom” 
because two words attracted me. One,  
I loved his use of a pun, and two, who does 
not enjoy a good revolution?

As I entered the Nueces conference room, 
a vintage 1950s photo of Doris Day greeted 
me and grabbed my attention. Here she 
was, stylishly standing in stiletto heels at the 
blackboard broadly smiling while holding 
a pointer. Ha! I thought, this presenter 
certainly has a sense of humor! I made a snap 
judgment that I was going to like this guy. 
Little did I know how insightful this session 
would be.

 Guevara began by having the audience 
fill out a chart of what an ideal ninth grade 
classroom might look like. The chart was 
divided into three columns: 

• Must Have

• Might Have

• Won’t Have

This activity was the springboard to 
thinking about the curriculum choices we 
make as teachers, but later in the session we 
learned how the same principles could be 
applied to students as they approach their 
various modes of writing. 

In pursuit of encouraging students to be 
more active rather than passive learners, 
teachers should provide students with more 
choices in both reading and writing. Guevara 
reminded us that most of the classics we teach 
were originally written for an adult audience. 
No wonder some of our students are 
disengaged readers! We have a responsibility 
to guide that student to find just the right 
book. Guevara also recommended teachers 
view videos such as “Why Kids Aren’t 
Reading in Class” or “Why Students Don’t 
Read What is Assigned in Class” (readily 
available on www.youtube.com).

Because shared experiences are valuable, 
Guevara suggests teachers find excerpts from 
classic texts that everyone reads for whole 
class discussions while allowing for more 
student selection for individual reading to 
ensure high interest and more engagement 
or authentic literacy. “If you’re interested 
in what you’re reading, you’ll want to read 
more,” suggested Guevara.

As part of a student-centered classroom, 
Guevara shared the Gradual Release Model 
of Instruction beginning with a focus lesson 
(teacher responsibility), moving next to 
guided instruction and collaboration, and 
ultimately to the Independent (student 
responsibility)-the “I do, we do, and you do.”

Another part of Guevara’s presentation 
included the strategically placed 4’ X 6’ 
posters around the room. The large symbols 
or icons on these posters intrigued me. This 
was his “Multi-Mode Chart,” a graphic way 
to think about the different types of writing 
choices students can make on any given text. 

With his journalism background, Guevara 

The chance to lead others can come in surprising opportunities. 
The role of Local Arrangements chairperson was bestowed upon 
me when a colleague left our district for a new position. The anxiety 
that came along with the title quickly diminished as I began to 
assemble my team and work with the board members.

Connections and collaboration were the keys to this year’s success 
in Corpus Christi as over 600 teachers gathered for the 49th Annual 
Conference and Exposition of TCTELA. The Local Arrangements 
Committee assembled months in advance of the conference, and 
the hard work came to fruition as teachers enjoyed informative 
keynote speakers; chose between a variety of breakout sessions; 
attended multiple book signing opportunities; and investigated 
new materials.

When attending a conference, one possibly overlooks the 
behind-the-scenes work that is put in to place before, during, and 
after the dates of the conference. Having the opportunity to be the 

LAC chairperson helped me to see the plethora of details necessary 
to run a seamless operation at “go time.” The work was not a one-
woman show. A team of seven volunteers managed over sixty 
sessions, coordinated drivers for special presenters, and organized 
entertainment that was speckled over the course of the three-day 
learning event. 

The theme of this year’s conference was ‘Lead the Way’, and as the 
Local Arrangements Committee chairperson, I led by orchestrating 
the work of many to enable attendees to enjoy their learning in 
Corpus Christi. Are you willing to take that challenge?

TCTELA may be coming to your city or region soon. What 
part will you play in making the next conference a success for the 
numerous teachers from across the state who plan to attend? Take 
the lead now to be involved.
Kimberly.craig@ccisd.us 

Helping to ‘Lead the Way’ on the Local 
Arrangements Committee
By Kimberly Craig, Recording Secretary

Judging a session by its title
By Marcia Curtis

continued on page 16

http://www.youtube.com
mailto:Kimberly.craig@ccisd.us
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A special part of the TCTELA Annual Conference each year is the 
presentation of educator awards during the Saturday General Session. 
The theme for this year’s conference, Lead the Way, was truly most 
apropos in this respect.

Amanda O’Daniel, an instructional partner at Barton Creek 
Elementary in Eanes ISD, received the first award, Elementary Teacher 
of the Year. Ms. O’Daniel serves elementary educators both on her 
campus and off, dedicating time in a variety of formats from small 
group work with students to Young Writer’s Camps to workshops 
adults. 

Students at Bowie Middle School in Fort Bend ISD who are fortunate 
to have Malaika Easton as their teacher may not enjoy writing when 
they first arrive at her classroom, but the overwhelming majority do 
when the year comes to a close. The transformation stems from this 
second leading lady’s fine-tuned classroom environment in which 
she motivates, conferences, and coaches students using research-
based methods. Ms. Easton, a resourceful lifelong learner, has made 
a difference in the lives of her students, and TCTELA proudly named 
her Middle School Teacher of the Year. 

Kevin Freels, principal at Red Oak High School, travelled to 
Corpus Christi to witness Maria Webb, a resource English teacher at 
his campus, accept her award for High School Teacher of the Year. A 
fifteen-year veteran, Ms. Webb has perfected the art of meeting the 
special needs of her students using patience and kindness coupled 
with successful approaches. As the other leading ladies, she possesses a 
personal love of learning that she happily translates to student success.

Leading the way at the university level, TCTELA bestowed upon 
Teri Lesesne the honor of University Teacher of the Year. Famous 
for her comprehensive knowledge of books and systems to put 
books in students’ hands, Dr. Lesesne is probably most appreciated 
for her willingness to share that knowledge. Tireless in her efforts to 
promote literacy, Lesesne can be heard at major conferences, regional 
workshops, in university classrooms, and especially on Twitter.

 A special award given to a TCTELA member in recognition of 
his or her significant contribution to the professional community is 
the Mercedes Bonner Leadership Award. Mazie Leichman, this year’s 
recipient, serves as Lancaster ISD’s PreK-12 English Language Arts 
and Social Studies Coordinator. Leichman first gained respect from 
her colleagues through her passionate role as an English teacher and 
then carried that esteem to her current role where she leads faculty 
members on a journey of continuous learning.

The last award given, the Edmund J. Farrell TCTELA Lifetime 
Service Award, was presented to Judy Wallis for her contribution to the 
profession through her work at Spring Branch ISD as ELA Director, 
at the University of Houston as a teacher education lecturer, and her 
continued efforts as a literacy consultant. As noted on her nomination 
form, this leading lady “continues to shape literacy instruction…and 
serves as a beacon for all who follow her.” 

The TCTELA board asks that members consider nominating 
someone who has made an impact on their lives, students’ learning, or 
the profession as a whole. While the deadline for online nominations, 
November 7, 2014, may seem eons away, it really is just a few short 
months away in teacher time, so please start thinking, and even 
nominating, today. 
jennifer.engle@saisd.org. 

Celebrating leading ladies
By Jennifer Engle, Editor Texas Voices

mailto:Online nominations
mailto:jennifer.engle@saisd.org
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Austin Kleon knows 
the history of his art. 
He shared that history 
and how he discovered 
it during the Saturday 
General Session of the 
TCTELA 49th Annual 
Conference. In creating 
his “artist family tree,” 
Kleon honors those who 
have come before, even 
way back to the 1700s, 
those from whom he has 
“stolen.” 

STEP 1: of Steal Like an 
Artist—a book about 
how to be more creative 
by stealing influence 
from others—suggests 
looking around at the 

world to figure out what is worth stealing. If it is worth it, steal it; if 
not, move on. To keep track of these thefts, Kleon suggests carrying a 
notebook and pen everywhere—to “save [our] thefts for later.” In this 
step Kleon maintains that “nothing is original.” The other steps are 
equally essential.

STEP 2: “Don’t wait until you know who you are to get started.” 
Artists need to keep in mind the differences between “good theft” 

and “bad theft,” including that good theft “honors” while bad theft 
“degrades.” 

STEP 3: “Write the book you want to read.” Kleon urges people to write 
what they like, not just what they know. “Draw the art you want to see, 
start the business you want to run, play the music you want to hear…
build the products you want to use…” (p. 48 of Steal Like an Artist).

STEP 4: “Use your hands.” People should keep some analog time in their 
lives, “when they aren’t hooked up to the machines.” 

STEP 5: “Side projects and hobbies are important.” People should feed 
their passions.

STEP 6: “The Secret: Do Good Work and Share it with People.” 

STEP 7: “Geography is no longer our master.” Kleon shares that the 
Internet provides us with the ability to be connected to people all over 
the world but that it is still important to physically leave home at times. 

STEP 8: “Be nice” because “the world is a small town.”

STEP 9: “Be Boring.” People need to set aside time to do work AND 
time to take care of themselves. 

STEP 10: “Creativity is subtraction.” People should choose what to leave 
out when creating.

With all of this advice in mind, Austin Kleon ended his talk pointing 
out the generosity of creativity—when we create, we are giving 
ourselves to the world. To learn more about Austin Kleon and his work, 
visit his websites: www.austinkleon.com and newspaperblackout.com. 

vfstaylor@sbcglobal.net 

I first met Luis Valdez in 1957. At that time I 
was chair of the English Department at James 
Lick High School on the east side of San Jose, 
CA. Two years earlier, I had had Luis’s older 
brother, Frank, in my senior English class. 
Frank, who went on to become an engineer, 
let me know that I would be very fortunate 
to have Luis as a student, since he was highly 
intelligent. Indeed Luis was, and indeed I was fortunate in having him as 
a student in both my junior and senior English classes.

During the years that I knew Frank and Luis, the ten members of 
the Valdez family were living in a Quonset hut close to the high school. 
Their father was earning a dollar an hour pruning trees, 15% of which 
went to the contractor who had hired him. Prior to settling in San Jose, 
the family had been migratory workers in Central California.  To obtain 
silence and an overhead light, Frank and Luis normally studied in an 
abandoned car in their driveway.

Despite economic constraints, both Frank and Luis, who possessed 
deep, resonant voices, were heavily involved in speech tournaments, 
winning numerous contests in dramatic interpretation of literature. 
Further, Luis was a school leader—president of his freshman class, 

sports editor of the newspaper, member of the California Scholarship 
Federation, and featured actor in numerous plays.

Following high school, Luis enrolled as a scholarship student in 
math and science at San Jose State University. In his sophomore year 
he changed his major to English and began to write plays, one of which, 
The Shrunken Head of Pancho Villa, was produced by the university 
drama department.  

After graduation, Luis joined for a short time the San Francisco 
Mime Troop and learned techniques of agitprop theater and Commedia 
Dell’arte, techniques which he quickly put to use when he joined Caesar 
Chavez during the grape strikes in Delano, CA.  While in Delano, Luis 
wrote Actos, one-act plays that were a form of agitprop theater intended 
to recruit workers, maintain their morale, and educate the public of 
issues involved in the strike . 

Upon leaving Delano, Luis established his own theater, El Teatro 
Capisino, permanently located since 1971 in San Juan Bautista, CA. 
Since that time, he has written and directed numerous plays, films, 
and television productions, among them Zoot Suit, La Bamba, and 
Corridos.  The winner of numerous awards, Luis is widely regarded as 
the foremost Chicano playwright in the United States.

His is a story of high talent wedded to high grit.  farrell@mail.utexas.edu

Advice from Austin Kleon
By Valerie Taylor, Co-Editor, English in Texas

The backstory of Luis Valdez
By Ed Farrell, Past-President
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If you pick up any professional journal like Language Arts, 
Voices From The Middle or our very own English in Texas, you 
will find research on the importance of using principles and 
practices of disciplinary literacy in the content areas. What 
exactly is disciplinary literacy? According to Shannahan and 
Shannahan (2012), a discipline literacy approach emphasizes 
the specialized knowledge and language possessed by those 
who create, communicate, and use knowledge within each of 
the disciplines. Disciplinary literacy emphasizes the importance 
of specialized texts unique to a discipline. Assaf, Johnson and 
Cochran shared their work using a disciplinary literacy approach 
during their presentation at TCTELA Annual Conference 
entitled “Real World Discipline-Based Writing: A School-Wide 
Writing Initiative.”

For one year, Assaf and a team of teacher leaders facilitated 
a school-wide writing initiative focused on disciplinary writing 
instruction. In order to encourage every teacher (even P.E. 
teachers) to embed thoughtful writing in their classrooms 
(beyond quick writes and class notes), the teachers were 
encouraged to teach their students how to read and write real 
world texts related to their content area. Building on the idea of 
local literacies (Barton & Hamilton, 1998) and Kelly Gallagher’s 
idea of writing for real purposes (2011), real world texts are 
authentic texts specific to a discipline and/or a community 
and can be digital or traditional. Real world texts must serve 
authentic purposes and deepen content knowledge (Assaf & 
Johnson, 2014). For instance, real world science texts can include 
a physical exam chart, lab report, or a documentary on rock 
formation. Real world math texts can include a pizza menu, a 
blueprint and contract from a landscaping company, or a website 

on the statistics of playing and winning a card game. As one can 
imagine, the options for real world texts are endless. 

In order to help their students read and create real world texts, 
Johnson and Cochran modeled two inquiry-based, real-world 
writing lessons that were both engaging and illustrated ways to 
increase students’ content knowledge. Johnson described how she 
taught her 7th grade ELA students persuasive devices by studying 
a variety of real world texts focused on child abuse. The students 
created Public Service Announcements as their final project. The 
students used iMovie on their class set of iPads to create their 
digital stories and published them on Johnson’s website. 

Cochran demonstrated how the students in her 7th grade Social 
Studies class researched information on the Texas oil industry and 
created infographics to showcase their learning. Cochran stressed 
the importance of providing her students with exemplary models 
of inforgraphics in order for her students to notice text structure, 
organization, the use of images, and visual representation of 
data. Both highlighted how they read and composed real world 
texts with their students. Assaf shared examples from math and 
science teachers and encouraged participants to email her for 
more information on the school-wide professional development. 
lassaf@txstate.edu.
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Disciplinary literacy: Using real world reading and 
writing in the content areas
By Lori Czop Assaf, Co-Editor, English in Texas

Judging a session by its title
continued from page 13

showed us how we can transfer journalistic 
writing techniques to the English classroom. 
Not surprisingly, this too reinforces the idea 
of student-centered learning which naturally 
motivates intrinsic learning. After reading 
a self-selected novel, students would ask 
themselves questions such as the following:

• What do I want to know more about after reading 
this book? (feature story/research paper)

• What ideas are raised in the book that might 
divide people? (editorial/argument)

• How does this book connect to me? (column/
personal narrative)

• What does this book inspire?  
(essays/humor/poetry)

• What did I notice in the text?  
(reviews/literary analysis)

Through several heartfelt personal anecdotes, 
Guevara’s passion and enthusiasm were 
contagious. He ended the session with a 
humorous excerpt from the movie “Crazy Stupid 
Love” with Julianne Moore. It’s the Scarlet Letter 
scene. Google it…I bet you’ll get a kick out of it. 
mcurtis@eanesisd.net
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This image by artist Ansen Seale perhaps encapsulates the 
theme of the 2014 conference better than any other message. It 
captures many moments in time with one photograph, using a 
camera of Ansen Seale’s own invention. As humans, our influence 
upon each other is dynamic and recursive. In other words, we 
continually lead the way for each other. That influence is evident 
in the work two generations of Seales do together. 

Texas Poet Laureate Jan Seale and her artist son Ansen 
described their complicated creative processes in their luncheon 
presentation on Saturday of the TCTELA 49th Annual Conference. 
Jan and her composer/conductor husband Dr. Carl Seale raised 
all three of their boys in the Rio Grande Valley. Ansen said that 
“creating and inventing things” was “an everyday occurrence” in 
their “barely middle class” family. All three boys turned to the 
“work drawer” (an eclectic collection of items that some might 
characterize as a junk drawer) for inspiration. They experimented, 
they experienced, they built, and they learned. Meanwhile, their 
parents wrote and performed and encouraged. 

Fast forward thirty years. 

Mother’s poetry and son’s artistry collide in an homage to life in 
the Rio Grande Valley. It includes everything from a light-hearted 
poem about a misunderstood opossum 

to the tragedy of extinction.

The Seales described their multi-year trial and error process in 
creating the book, their words married with images throughout. 

Neither Seale shies away from hard work or innovation or taboo 
topics. Fortunately, they have led the way for each other, and, in 
turn, for us. kay.shurtleff@region10.org
Images courtesy of Seale Studios

 

Poet mom and artist son co-create book
By Kay Shurtleff, Past-President
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